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Abstract - Extracting the Electric Network Frequency (ENF)
fluctuations from an audio recording and comparing it to a
reference database is a new approach in performing forensic
digital audio authentication. The problem statement of the IEEE
SP cup 2016 competition relates to time-varying locationdependent signature of power grids as it becomes intrinsically
captured in media recordings, due to direct or indirect influences
from the respective power grid. In this project signal processing
and information security/forensics are collectively elaborated.
The objective of this project is to implement and design a
range of programs and algorithms for capturing and extracting
ENF signals for a novel ENF based application. Without relying
on the availability of concurrent power references, an ENF
pattern extracted from a given digital recording was examined to
infer the power grid in which the recording was done. The
statistical features of ENF pattern variations for this region-of
recording-identification process were exploited. With these
features a multiclass SVM classifier, which is able to identify the
grid of recording of a given signal, was implemented. The latter
part of the project involves with circuit design and data analysis
for ENF acquisition.
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was developed to display
the most probable three, grid-of-origins for a given recording.
The whole process was tested and evaluated for the test data
given.
Index Terms – Signal processing algorithms, MATLAB, Hardware

I. INTRODUCTION
Electric Network Frequency (ENF) can be used as a
forensic tool with conjunction with a database of ground
truth ENF measurements. A common approach, uses the
ENF signal, to geo-locate a digital recording, exploiting
the fact that ENF variations associated with a power grid
is almost identical in all locations of the same grid and
show some sort of unique variations for a given grid,
due to inherent load variations and controlled
mechanisms within the grid.
This project examines such approach to geolocate a
multimedia recording using its embedded ENF, in terms
of their grid-of-origin. Without concurrent power
references, this method identifies the grid in which the
ENF containing signal is recorded.

We were given power and audio recordings from
nine different grids around the world. There were
significantly different in the nature and manner of the
ENF variations in different grids. Due to this reason,
statistical features extracted from the grids are also
different. Hence processing the ENF signal from the
given recording, to extract these statistical features; and
matching with those of feasible grids, paves way to the
identification of the grid in which the recording was
obtained, thus geo-locating the recoding. After this we
implemented a machine learning system that learns the
differences between those statistical features from
different grids and used it to classify the ENF signals in
terms of their region-of-recording.
Due to significant differences of “clean” ENF data
extracted from power recordings and “noisy” ENF data
extracted from audio recordings, we developed two
separate classifier systems for audio recordings and
power recordings. The system makes a prior analysis to
identify the recording in terms of power or audio; and
then passes through the respective classifier to obtain
the results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow:
Section II describes the extraction of ENF signals
from both training and testing data sets and significant
differences in the nature and the manner ENF variations
among different grids are analysed. Section III describes
the location classification system we have implemented
while Section IV presents the circuit design and data
analysis for ENF acquisition and finally Section V gives
the conclusion of the paper.
II. EXTRACTION OF ENF SIGNALS
In our preliminary research, we came across many
feasible methods for ENF pattern extraction from a
digital recording. They included spectrum combining
method [1] and frequency demodulation method [2]. Of

them the method presented by Cooper [3] was adapted
due to its low complexity.
A. Approaches Used to Extract ENF Signals.
All the audio and power recordings from the
provided training set were initially sliced into segments
of length of 600,000 samples. We chose this length
since all the given test recordings were of that length.
(Sampling rate of 1000Hz corresponds to a time
duration of 10 minutes per segment of each recording)
The signal decimation step was foregone since the
1000Hz is permitted to approximate frequencies of
50/60 Hz as it does not result in a longer computational
time.
1. Bandpass Filtering
In some recordings of both 50Hz and 60Hz grids
and some power recordings, the majority of ENF
information were not present at the fundamental
frequencies (i.e. at 50Hz and 60Hz respectively), but at
higher harmonics. For example, we observed that the
10th and 31st power recordings from the practice data set
had the ENF information clearly saturated near the third
harmonic (150Hz). Therefore prior to determining filter
specifications such as the cut-off frequency and the
passband for the bandpass filter, we analysed the signal
as follows.
First, the FFT of each 10 minute long segments of
the recording was calculated and plotted. Then it was
determined if the recording was an audio or power
recording. If it was a power recording, the dominant
frequency of 50 or 60 Hz was identified. Usually the
audio recording produced a more scattered and wriggly
FFT plot, while that of the power recording indicated
one or two clearly identifiable peaks at its fundamental
frequency or second or third harmonics. (For audio
recordings this differentiation is not required as it is
explicitly given which is audio and power)
Then each power recording of both 50Hz and 60Hz
were bandpass filtered with the cut-off frequencies set to
49.5-50.5Hz and 59.5-60.5Hz respectively; while that of
the audio recording was 49.95Hz and 50.05Hz, a
comparatively narrower passband.
2. Dividing into Partially Overlapping frames
The filtered signal was then divided into M number
of frames of length L*D each, which partially
overlapped eachother. The hop size, L, was set to the
sampling rate of 1000Hz. Hence the final ENF pattern
resolution obtained was 1 second. I.e. finally we
obtained 600 ENF values for a 10 minute long

recording. The factor D, which determines the total
length of the frame, L*D; was set to 3.

Figure 1: Overlapping frames
The overlapping between adjacent frames govern
the smoothness of the final ENF pattern. For a smooth
ENF extraction from audio recordings D should be
large. When examining outputs for different values of D,
the value of 3 was selected since the length overlapping
two adjacent frames was 2fs in this case (fs = 1000Hz
sampling rate).
3. Windowing Each Frame
Windowing each frame with appropriate window
function and zero padding factors was the next step. The
best window function for estimation of maximum
amplitude frequency via Quadratic Interpolation is
Blackman window with zero padding factor close to 1.3.
Blackman window with zero padding factor of
4*600,000 was used for the power recordings. It was
observed that better results were given when rectangular
window function with zero padding factor set to
49*600,000 was used for audio recordings.
4. DFT for Each Windowed Frame
DFT for each windowed frame was obtained by
performing FFT. Since zero padding factors mentioned
above were used, the number of points used to perform
FFT for power recordings and audio recording were
5,000 length (frame) and 50,000 length (frame)
respectively.
5. Peak Frequency Estimation via Quadratic
Interpolation
For each frequency spectrum a bin number with
maximum amplitude was found. As the first step, the
frequency associated with that bin number was
calculated and it was considered as the peak frequency.
60 or 50 values were obtained for all the frames
irrespective of small variations. It was observed that it is
unlikely that the peak frequency coincided exactly with
a DFT frequency bin, because moderate zero padding

factors and sampling frequency of 1000Hz was used.
Hence the resolution of FFT was proved to be poor.
Two solutions were identified for this issue. They are
making the FFT resolution high by using much higher
zero padding factors and small sampling frequency or
making estimations using numerical methods like
Quadratic Interpolation and spline estimation etc. The
latter was adopted here.
First, frequency bin N was located with maximum
amplitude and amplitudes of frequency bins of N-1 and
N+1 were taken into account to perform Quadratic
Interpolation. Next the estimated peak frequency was
stored as the ENF value for the corresponding frame so
that an extracted ENF pattern of M ENF values was
finally obtained. Here, M implies the number of frames.
Clear ENF signals were given by this method for
power recordings. ENF signals were corrupted by
several spikes for audio recordings. Extracted ENF
pattern for power recordings was passed through a
medium filter of order 40. Spikes were replaced by the
median of 40 close by ENF values. The spikes were not
completely removed for small orders of the medium
filter. It was observed that when the order of the median
filter was increased, details of the ENF pattern were
reduced. A moderate value for order was adopted by
trial and error method (i.e. 40).
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Figure2: ENF Signals Extracted from the Recordings
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B. Initial observations on extracted ENF patterns:
From the ENF patterns of nine grids it can be easily
identified A, C and I are of 60Hz grids while the others
are of 50Hz grids. In figure 2 ENF pattern variations
from A, C and I are plotted using 30 minutes long power
recordings whereas other ENF patterns plotted using one
hour long power recordings. Note that amplitude scale
axis is also different for 60Hz grids and 50Hz grids.
60Hz grids seems to be more controlled than 50Hz grids,
and also show high similarity in the manner of their
variations. A has slightly more ripples compared with C
and I. It can be seen B, D, E, F, G and H are of 50Hz
grids. Among them ENF from D,E and F seems to be
more controlled than other 50Hz grids, but not as much
as in 60Hz grids. B and H shows comparatively more
variations. B has outliers that drop around 1Hz, a
characteristic that does not appear in other ENF signal
samples. ENF signal mean of H grid can be seen to be
above 50Hz most of the time.

III. LOCATION CLASSIFICATION/IDENTIFICATION
SYSTEM

A.

Design for the System
The classification system used is based on
multiclass SVM classifiers using statistical features
extracted from ENF patterns. [5] The classification
systems for audio and power were built separately in
order to increase accuracy.
Feature Extraction:
From each ENF signal segment 13 quantitative
features were extracted.
1) Mean of ENF segment
2) log(variance) of ENF segment
3) log(range) of ENF segment
4) log(variance) of approximation after L-level
wavelet analysis (L = 9)
5-13) log(variance) of 9 levels of detail signals
computed through L-level wavelet analysis from coarser
to finer (L = 9)
By applying log operator to the dynamic range and
variance features, their order of magnitude was clearer,
and separability was enhanced. [5]
By observing ENF patterns extracted from power
recordings of each grid, it was identified that the mean,
variance and dynamic range were simple, yet powerful
candidates for features. To understand, first we built our
multiclass SVM classifier system using only the above
three features. To train the system, from each grid, only
30 random power recordings of 10 minute duration were
used from each training set. Thus from the remaining
power recordings, the accuracy of the SVM classifier
system was tested based on the same three features only.
The accuracy given was 62% (Audio examples were not
tested for this classifier system)
Since we needed to increase accuracy, and also
obtain robust results for audio as well, we included the
remaining above-mentioned4-13 features; extracting
through 9-level wavelet decomposition.
In order to use training data to train the classifier,
we took 30 power recordings of length 10 minutes, from
each of the 9 grids, and extracted their features while
storing them grid wise. Also from each grid, 6 audio
recordings of length 10 minutes were done likewise.
The next step was to normalize these feature values
to the range of [-100,100] by using a linear scale. [5]
Since number of examples from both audio and power
recordings were equal, we calculated the mean over all
power and audio recording data separately. Then we

found the maximum value for deviation of each feature
value from the mean of the feature considered; and
stored these mean deviation values of each feature in
power data and audio data as two separate sets. Then we
normalized each feature value using this information and
was stored once more.
SVM Multiclass Classifier:
According to the discussion in paper [5], a classifier
was trained using support vector machine (SVM).
Multiclass classifier system was made for these nine
classes after completion of training 36 numbers of
binary classes. Each binary classifier is trained on one of
the 36 possible pairs of classes.
Training multiclass classifier for power recording
system:
Linear, polynomial, RBF, mlp and Quadratic kernel
in MATLAB [6] was tried for each 36 possible pair of
classes. Based on the accuracy from results linear kernel
was adopted to separate A and C power grid pair. Rest
of the 36 pairs was trained using RBF kernel with sigma
value of 2.9.
Training multiclass classifier for audio recording
system:
After testing each of the kernel functions to each of
the possible binary classifier, polynomial kernel with
order 2 was adopted for A and I grids. Linear kernel was
used for all other 35 pairs.
Testing with multiclass classifier system:
When a 10 minute long recording was given from
training data set, it is identified as audio or power prior
to ENF extraction. Then 13 features are extracted and
normalized using corresponding means and mean
deviations.
If the recording is identified as an audio recording, it
is tested with each binary classifier and give a one mark
for winning class from each binary classification task. If
one class emerges as winner for all 8 binary
classification tasks which it includes, then it gets a total
of 8 marks. Ultimately all the classes were given a mark
between 0 and 8. Class claiming the maximum mark was
eligible for the winning class. If it is a power recording
carried out, a similar marking procedure using
multiclass classifier is trained for power recording
system.

B. Classification Results Obtained on the Testing Data
Practice data results and accuracy:
Among the given 50 recordings, we identified 28
recordings were clear power recordings. After ENF
extraction by the proposed method, test examples were
separately given to two multiclass classifier systems. I.e.
audio or power based on if testing example is the
respective recording.
The accuracy obtained was 60% and the result is as
follows
Practice Results:
AHCFF,GBCBD,AFGDC,IGBAE,DBBFD,HEFGB,DD
EGG,EDBHI,HGECF,FBGEB
Accuracy: 60%
Test-data results:
The provided test data set was separated on the basis
of power or audio recording and then classified
separately. Then finally combined two results. The
corresponding result is as follows.
Test results
BDDBD,FGDAF,FGGBE,BFCEH,DHHDG,FFGAI,DB
FGE,IGCBD,EGGBE,EGEAG,GIGGG,HAEFC,BFFDG
,CECFI,EICGF,BDBDF,DFDFG,EABAH,FHDBA,GBF
BG
C. Essential Information about our Submitted Software
Codes
In the submitted software code, there are 2 folders,
namely,
“System_for_Practice_dataset”
and
“System_for_Testing_dataset”. Each contains entire set
of codes which help in classifying the data set implied
by its name. (I.e. power or audio)
When navigating in the practice data set folder,
there are 2 subfolders “Audio_SVM_for_Practice_audio
recordings” and “Power_SVM_for_practice_power
recordings”.
When
in
the
“Audio_SVM_for_Practice_audio recordings” folder,
open “Audio_classifier.m” MATLAB file. Once run it
will write results for only audio recordings at
corresponding index (1-50) into a “Practice_result.mat”
file. Simply it fills zeros for indexes corresponding to
power recordings, while one of the letters A to I are
written at indexes corresponding to audio recordings.
Then
insert
this
mat
file
into
“Power_SVM_for_Practice_power recordings” folder
and run “Power_classifier.m”. Then at places kept with
zeros, this code will write results for power recordings

into “Practice_result.mat” file and also in the MATLAB
command window.
Follow same steps to obtain results for testing
dataset,
while
navigating
through
“System_for_Test_dataset” folder. “GUI” folder is
included a user friendly GUI so that any single recording
can be classified. When run 'text1.mat' file and select
recording from drop down menu, it will display first 3
mostly likely grid labels.
IV. CIRCUIT DESIGN AND DATA ANALYSIS FOR ENF
ACQUISITION

The transformer was used to step down the Voltage
from the local Voltage of 230V to a safe Voltage. In the
process of authenticating an audio recording other than
the construction of the reference database based on the
given ENF signals, capturing an ENF signal throughout
the course of recording the audio file and classifying it
also plays a major role. The part 2 of the open
competition built on the Part 1 serves above fact
bringing out the synergy of sensing, processing, and
learning.

Figure 3: Hardware Approach Taken in Capturing ENF
in Sound Recording.

Figure 4: Schematic Diagram
V. CONCLUSION
The accuracy of 60% was obtained for the practice
results. Training the multiclass classifier systems
separately for power and audio recordings, contributed
to increase the overall accuracy. Since ENF pattern
extracted from power recording is very clean
comparatively with it from audio recordings, it gives
more accurate results for region-of-recording

identification of power recordings than audio
recordings. The experience gained as a team while
working on this challenge is invaluable.
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